
 
 

THE IRRITEC GROUP ANNOUNCES ITS NEWEST SITE OPENING IN PERU 
 

THE COMPANY, ONE OF THE WORLD LEADERS IN PRECISION IRRIGATION, IS THUS 
CONSOLIDATING ITS PRESENCE IN THE SOUTH AMERICAN MARKET 

 
Peru, country with an important mining tradition, is also one of the world's largest producers of 
fruit and vegetables thanks to its unique morphology: about 84 of the 104 life zones identified in 

the world and 27 of the 32 climates on the planet are present in Peru, among the top 10 countries 
in the world for biodiversity. 

 
9th of June 2021 - The Irritec group is pleased to announce a new branch in Peru, to develop and consolidate 
its presence in a strategic market like South America where Irritec is already present with branches in Brazil, 
Chile and now in Peru.  

One of the leading companies in the field of precision irrigation, with 15 international plants and a global 
network of more than 15,000 experts, since 1974 the Irritec group identifies advanced technological 
solutions as a core value, engineering these solutions to optimize environmental resources and production 
processes, guaranteeing exceptional quality. 

Irritec Peru has been created with the aim of offering clients an even more complete and efficient service, 
guaranteeing assistance during the installation and after-sales phases thanks to a more widespread 
distribution capacity. Furthermore, through the training centre Irritec Academy, Irritec offers small farmers 
the opportunity to participate in on-site courses and training to gain further knowledge in the field of 
precision irrigation. 

Irritec Peru will help support local agriculture, offering an even more integrated service and promoting the 
use of drip irrigation and fertigation systems in one of the world's most agricultural regions. Indeed, Latin 
America and the Caribbean accounts for 14% of global food production and 45% of net international agri-
food trade, with almost 50% of employment (FAO, April 2021). Therefore, high agricultural productivity 
requires the adoption of sustainable agri-food systems that can guarantee the preservation of biodiversity, 
greater water efficiency and more equity for small farmers and indigenous peoples. 

“With an area of 2.700 square meters, Irritec Peru is going to contribute to the creation of a strategic hub for 
the entire area, which will help develop the country's economy and support local agriculture," said Sergio 
Cornu, Commercial Manager of Irritec Chile and Peru. "I would like to extend a special thanks to the whole 
team and to our partners. Thanks to their dedication, passion and professionalism it has been possible to 
achieve this important goal”. 

Irritec Peru will also provide its know-how in the field of mining, the main driver of the country's economy.  
According to the Economic Observatory of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, Peru 
is the world's second largest producer of copper, silver and zinc and has considerable deposits of iron ore, 
phosphates, manganese and lithium. Mining and drilling for oil and gas are activities that require high-
precision products. With over 45 years of experience in manufacturing polyethylene pipes and fittings, Irritec 
is able to provide its customers with durable fittings and safe, high quality, high performance pipes, saving 
environmental resources. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

The Irritec group 
Irritec Group, founded in Sicily in 1974, is one of the world leaders in precision irrigation. Irritec's mission is to improve the efficiency of irrigation in 
agriculture and gardening, reducing the environmental impact. Water scarcity and growing of food needs asked for the use of drip irrigation all over 
the world, of which Irritec is a global reference point. Irritec designs, manufactures and distributes products and complete systems for irrigation in 
open fields, in greenhouses and for the landscape sector. With 15 factories and over 800 employees, Irritec has production and sales offices in Italy, 
Algeria, Brazil, Chile, Germany, Mexico, Peru, Senegal, Spain, United States. In its commitment to eco-sustainability, the company launched the Green 
Fields project, which encourages farmers to properly dispose of plastic products after use, ensuring a second life. Initiative that has made Irritec an 
excellence in the circular economy. Innovation and sustainability have earned numerous international awards to a company that targets growers, 
distributors and retailers, always aiming for maximum results while preserving the planet's most precious asset: water. 
 
  
For more information:  
Sergio Cornu – sergio.cornu@irritec.com | +56 9 9701 5503 
  
Irritec Perú 
Av. Gaseoducto S/N Lote 2, Al final de Av. Industrial, Lima-Lurín 
LatAm - Parque Logístico Lima Sur 
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